
Boundary
Contours
Control
Glacier
Hydrology
Lake
Lakedepth
Landmark
Mapsheet
Ocean
Rock
Station
Stream

Boundary of study area (hydrologically defined)
Surface elevation contours (at nominal 50-meter increments)
Fixed geodetic control points
Permanent ice cover over land
Composite hydrology (glaciers, lakes, streams, and ocean)
Perennial bodies of water (typically ice-covered)
Bathymetry of major lake systems
Surf icial geomorphic landmarks: faults, outcrops, etc
Outlines of USGS map sheets, with master tics
Open ocean (may be ice-covered)
Surf icial rock units/types
Sampling points/stations (all media)
Perennial channels of water

McMurdo LTER: Developing a geographic information system
access system
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I
n a companion article (Butt and Hastings, Antarctic Journal,
in this issue), we summarize the work to date in developing

a geographic information system (GIS) database for the
McMurdo Dry Valleys Long-Term Ecological Research (LTER)
(Wharton, Antarctic Journal, in this issue). In this article, we
describe an experimental access system that allows LTER par-
ticipants to manipulate this GIS database directly from desk-
top personal computers (PCs).

As a result of several years' work (Butt and Hastings,
Antarctic Journal, in this issue; Hastings in preparation), a GIS
database for the Taylor Valley LTER site has been developed
in ARC/INFO®. The contents of this database—known as cov-
erages—are summarized in table 1.

These coverages can be rendered as hardcopy maps at
any desired scale, singly and in numerous combinations,
using the ARC/INFO plotting software. Geographic manipula-
tions and analyses such as landcover classifications, topo-
graphic cross-sections, and insolation models taking into
account hill-slope and hill-shade, are also possible. This work
requires significant training, as well as access to sophisticat-
ed, relatively expensive graphics workstations.

To make the basic coverages more directly accessible to
LTER participants using ordinary desktop personal
computers, an experimental interactive system based FTalon the Arc/ViewTM product has been developed. A 
full description of this system is beyond the scope of
this article; indeed, the intent is that it be explored
directly, not described. The screen image reproduced
in the figure, however, depicts the main elements of
the system interface, itemized below:
• Menu bar—Program control "ring menus"
• Legend—"Table of contents" for the map, indicat-

ing the order and content of themes (coverages
with appropriate symbology) to be drawn

• Map display—Electronic "light table" where the
map is drawn

• Tool box—Palette of interactive graphics tools
To support Arc/View—addressing limitations in

its capability and/or performance (see below)—three
additional coverages have been derived, as summa-
rized in table 2. For example, a mapsheet coverage,
modeled after the source USGS map sheets, has been
coded specifically to present a pleasing map color/pat-	TaIi

tern background for the Arc/View screen displays.
To date, the predominant use of the Arc/View

system has been for "desktop mapping"; despite its
simplicity, this has significant benefits for LTER par-	Albe
ticipants. Using the zoom tools, in combination with	Exp
dynamic theme selection from the legend, users can	Map
easily focus map displays on geographic items of

interest. Specific sampling stations may be posted directly on
the map and elevations estimated by superimposing contours.
Further, the actual field measurements may be viewed in a
spreadsheetlike table that automatically "pops up" when the
station point is appropriately selected on the map. Tools for
linear and areal measurement (on maps) and basic statistics
(on tables) are available. Hardcopy printouts can be made
directly on any PC-attached printer, in either black-and-white
or color. Also, the contents of the spreadsheet tables can be
written to ordinary ASCII files for transfer to other PC-based
programs, such as LOTUS 1230 or WordPerfect® . Thus,
LTER participants are empowered to explore, and validate, the
basemap and associated geo-referenced field data directly.

By contrast to ARC/INFO, the Arc/View software is sim-
ple to learn and pleasant to use. Arc/View's capabilities for
overlaying and displaying GIS coverages, for printing them,
and for extracting them to PC files, are all excellent. Regret-
tably, however, the tools available for formal geographical
analysis are quite limited, owing in part to technical limita-
tions of the PC platform itself.

A further restriction of Arc/View is that it can be applied
only to view existing coverages, not to create or modify them.

le 1. Taylor Valley GIS coverages

le 2. Derived GIS coverages

do	Surface reflectivity (estimated from land cover)
sure	Surface slope direction and relief (vector quantity)

sheet	Re-composite of the original hydro-derived coverages
(glacier, lake, and ocean), also delineating bare ground
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Arc/View TM screen interface.

For "desktop mapping" applications, this caveat is appropri-
ate: casual users need not, and should not, alter GIS coverages
in the master database. It would be desirable, however, to
extend coverage attribute tables, preferably by dynamic joins
(or "relates") to auxiliary tables, so that user-supplied data
could be displayed and manipulated in geographic context.

Another troublesome aspect of Arc/View, paradoxically,
is its attention to detail. Screen displays are drawn with all
features of every selected theme, regardless of whether they
are visible at the current map scale. This behavior not only
makes the software slow, particularly at large map scales, but
actually can degrade the display. (The mapsheet coverage was
originally developed as a "workaround" for this problem.)

Finally, it would be desirable to "program" the Arc/View
interface itself, adapting it to specific needs of the LTER, per-
haps even to individual users. In conjunction, the ability to
"escape" the interface temporarily into other PC applica-
tions—using it essentially as a high-level GIS-aware menuing
system—would be a significant convenience.

Initially developed to support
the Taylor Valley GIS database, the

5542S52.OS8$4' ' GIS access system has developed
into an ambitious, independent
project: to build a geographically
integrated system for recording
and retrieving the results of a

I... long-term scientific experiment.
Moreover, the system must be suf-
ficiently accurate, complete,

"	 extensible and above all user
friendly," that scientists will actu-

1

	

Tools	
i	• 	ally use t in their daily work.

• I !. Evidently, Arc/View has whet-
ted many appetites. Notwithstand-
ing its early appeal, limitations of

- the software are now becoming
onerous, both to computer techni-
cians and to scientific participants
in the LTER. An enhanced Arc!
\/iew2 product, addressing many of
the current Arc/View's limiting
issues, remarked here and by oth-

ers, is expected during calendar year 1994; it is eagerly awaited.
This research is funded by National Science Foundation

grant OPP 92-11773. Geography students from the University
of Nevada at Reno have participated in development of the
Taylor Valley GIS. (ARC/INFO® and Arc/ViewTM are trade-
marks of Environmental Systems Research Institute, Inc.,
Redlands, California. LOTUS 1-2-3@ is a registered trademark
of Lotus Development Corp., Cambridge, Massachusetts.
WordPerfect® is a registered trademark of WordPerfect Corp.,
Orem, Utah.)
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